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INTRODUCTION

The peer review took place at the end of November and the beginning of December in Romania
and Bulgaria respectively. On the 27th of November the Confederation Caritas Romania organized
at this headquarters a peer review seminar organized around a public session and an after-lunch
internal session with the peer review partners. On the 28th of November the peer review partners
travelled 180 km. away from Bucharest in the city of Campulung where they reviewed the three
different activities developed by the social economy unit “Together” under the management of
Caritas Campulung. Due to the considerable distance, the visit of the unit and the debates on the
activities reviewed took place in Campulung throughout the second day, on the third day the
review partners being drawn in rather informal interaction.
In terms of methodology, the Romanian partner took a two-dimensional approach: the peer review
started with a general overview of social economy issues at the national level - in the Romanian
partner’s perspective – and the focus was narrowed to an in-depth micro-level analysis of the social
economy activities of “Together” Association of Caritas Campulung.
The Anti-poverty Information Centre organized on the 9th of December, in Sofia a public seminar
“Bridges for Inclusion”. The main themes of the seminar were: “Social Enterprise in Bulgaria:
Review and practices”; “Capacity Building of Cooperatives for Disabled People”; “Social Economy
and Public Sector”; “Structural Funds and Social Inclusion”; A Romanian Perspective on the Social
Economy”. On December 10th a study visit took place in a Roma cultural association, located at the
Roma quarter “Faculteta” and engaged in social economy. On December 11th there was a working
lunch with the executive director of a training organization and internal discussions between the
partners.

PRESENTATION OF THE NATIONAL / REGIONAL “LABORATORIES”

Three national experiences were selected by the Romanian partner by grouping six relevant social
economy units and their activities. All six social economy units were asked to fill in the National
Experience presentation Form which was subsequently translated into English and sent to the
Bulgarian partners before the peer review. The filled-in forms are annexed to this report.
A first experience groups the carpentry workshop/atelier “Inizio SRL” in Iasi and the protected
workshop “Candela SRL” in Dej. A second national experience focuses on social services provision
and groups the Caritas social services providers in Alba Iulia and in Satu Mare respectively. Two
big social economy units in Timisoara and Blaj comprise the third and last national experience that
the Romanian partner will focus on within the “Bridges for Inclusion” project.
As can be noted above none of the above experiences is situated close to Bucharest, in fact the
nearest one is no less than 360 km. from Bucharest, and - due to budget constraints –another
social economy unit, Association “Together” 180 Km. away form Bucharest was visited and
analysed, which is rather a replica of the carpentry workshop in Iasi. The association was also
asked to fill in the form presenting the National Experience, form which was sent in preparation of
the peer review seminar and is annexed to this report.
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The Anti-poverty Information Centre Bulgaria selected 4 experiences for its monitoring
experiences phase as follows:
-

Chitalishte/Romski centre.

-

Vocational training centre – Mesemvria Foundation

-

Two enterprises from the Federation of the Employers of People with Disabilities.

PEER REVIEWS’ MAIN ACTIONS

The public seminar on Thursday, 27th of November, brought together 16 relevant actors for the
framing and mainstreaming of social economy activities in Romania. The representatives of the
local social assistance authorities, of the Social Inspection and especially of the Ministry of Labour,
Social Solidarity and Family, offered useful, albeit not very optimistic insight on the structural
approach and the strategy of the government when addressing the social economy. The focus
continues to be on social protection measures and subsidies. During the debates, representatives
of the Soros Foundation shared their experience on the ground in particular in relation to Roma
communities and start-up businesses in these communities. Representatives of member
associations of RENASIS, the Anti-poverty Network Romania, had the opportunity to highlight
during the debates the challenges of their work with people with disabilities.
The seminar was organised in such manner as to allow ample space for debate: only 3
presentations were fit into three hours of seminar. A first presentation focused on the 6 social
enterprises that constitute the focus of the national experience monitoring process followed by an
extended debate on: “Connecting strategies between employment and social inclusion through the
social economy”. Peter Gyorgy, Director of the Homecare Centre Caritas Alba Iulia selected in the
monitoring experiences process, subsequently presented “Stakeholder involvement and ways to
finance social services providers. The debate that followed focused on the reform of how we
contract social services. Last but not least, the Bulgarian partners had the opportunity to formulate
conclusive remarks on the discussions at the round table. The public session was followed by an
internal session in which the Romanian partner presented the activities of the Confederation
Caritas Romania and its goals within the broader framework of RENASIS - the Anti-poverty Network
Romania. A review of the social economy unit to be visited the next day was also made.
The association “Together” as part of Caritas Campulung was created in 1997 in Campulung. In
1990 Campulung had a population of 45,000 which by 2004 had dropped to only 37,000. In 1999
there were five orphanages with 720 abandoned children, while the project involved already. 17
young women without parents
Project “Together” has as its main objective the moral, social, educational and economic
integration of young women from orphanages into society since young women have to leave the
orphanage at age eighteen. The specific objectives are:
-

Providing accommodation and the minimum material support for living

-

Professional training of these young women for life by providing them with a job.

-

Paying an average wage to those employed

-

Preparing them to live a stable family life.

The visit began with the manager of the social economy unit Mrs. Lucia Soci’s presentation of the
three main activities that unfold at present within the association: a fast-food and pastry unit, a
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tailors’ workshop and a micro-farm in its initial stage of development. After the presentation of the
unit, the Romanian and Bulgarian partners visited the tailors’ workshop and had the chance to
discuss with the workers at the cutting and sewing posts. The infrastructure of the fast-food was
then reviewed and after lunch in the fast-food unit the partners drove to the micro-farm laying just
outside Campulung where they had again the opportunity to discuss with the young women
sheltered and working on the grounds of the farm.
In the public seminar in Sofia on 9th of December there were 16 participants: two representatives of
the Ministry of Labour and Social Policy, two guests from Romania and 14 representatives of NGOs
engaged with different vulnerable groups such as people with disabilities, Roma people,
unemployed, etc. Except for the presentations pointed out above, wider discussions took place on
the role and opportunities of social economy and social enterprises as pro-inclusion mechanisms.
The discussions continued the next days when the visit to the Roma Centre and the meeting with
the Training Centre Executive depicted the problems and the limits of social economy on the
ground.

The main three conclusions coming out from these activities are:
First, there are enormous fields or social spaces, were effective “bridges for inclusion” could be
created and largely developed. Most of these possible spaces (niches) for inclusion are already
discovered and utilized by the excluded people themselves. These practices of “self-inclusion” of
the excluded people appear as mass patterns of (economic and social) behaviour.
Second, actual strategies and policies for inclusion do not match the patterns of “self-inclusion”.
Something more: a) strategies and policies neglect (do not identify, do not recognize) these
possible spaces and “technologies” for inclusion; b) strategies and policies do not support the
successful patterns of self-inclusion; c) very often strategies and policies rather hinder the efforts
of excluded people to include themselves.
As a result of the mismatch (the gap) between strategies/policies and effective patterns for selfinclusion, the exclusion rises and strategies and policies are not capable to achieve significant
improvements of employment and exclusion.
Third, policies have to be changed and policy (and strategies) makers need to learn from the big
social discoveries of the 20-21 century, made by the most competent – the people that ate
excluded and are experiencing poverty and exclusion themselves. This does not mean (only) direct
contacts between politicians and poor people; this rather means a careful and permanent study
and analyses of spontaneously appearing patterns of mass behaviour aiming at reduction of
poverty and exclusion.
We have identified some of these successful patterns for social (self)-inclusion. It is possible to
identify others.

A RECOMMENDATION IS POSSIBLE:
IDENTIFY MORE PATTERNS FOR SELFINCLUSION; THEN RECONSTRUCT THE USELESS AND EVEN
HARMFUL COMPONENTS OF THE ACTUAL POLICIES ON THE BASIS OF THE IDENTIFIED PATTERNS OF
SELFINCLUSION.
IN BRIEF, THE ADVICE TO POLICY MAKERS IS - SUPPORT THE EFFORTS OF THE EXCLUDED
PEOPLE, DO NOT HINDER THEM BY INADEQUATE POLICIES.
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MAIN CONCLUSIONS

What did we learn?
As stated in their conclusive remarks towards the end of the seminar, the Romanian partners
appreciated the three presentations as informative and at the same time challenging. Vyara
Gancheva’s modelling of the social economy into three models: embedded, integrated and
complementary units. It was interesting insofar as the Confederation caritas Romania operated
with only two models corresponding rather to the embedded and complementary ones. The
integrated model whereby a firm such as a health clinic provides both private services and low-cost
public services in exchange for land privileges, tax cuts etc. from the local administration we
regard not so much as social economy but as corporate social responsibility at best, if not mere
business. The Foundation Forum for Sustainable Development groups 45 NGOs and social
enterprises drawing on a newly adopted law on NGOs (in 2002).
Very interesting was also the presentation of Mr. Alexander Nikolov who argued that the state
remains key to promoting social economy, that in the absence of clear state policies social
economy grassroots initiatives are doomed to failure.
In was surprising to learn that the National Union of Cooperatives of Disabled is alive in spite of
dramatic setbacks in the 1990s, as an example of the endurance of cooperatives managed by the
stakeholders involved and at the same time of the efficiency of larger structures.
The trip to Fakulteta, the Roma neighbourhood in Sofia, was especially informative and a most
useful reality-check. Peter Georgiev, ex-member of the National Assembly and Simeon Blagoev, the
director of the Chitalishte (Romski Centre) selected for the monitoring experiences process,
presented the activities developed at the centre. A brief trip to the neighbourhood of 40,000
people, the second largest Roma slump in Europe (after Shuto Orizari in Skopje, Macedonia, which
counts at least 50,000) revealed the enormous social challenges and at the same time the
disastrous consequences of collapsed social policies on a large scale.
Last but not least from the discussion with the Director of the Vocational Training Centre part of
the monitoring experiences process as well, informed us a great deal about the strategies
employed in order to fill in he great labour demand for tourist workers – cooks, waiters, chamber
maids - during the tourist boom in Bulgaria in the 2000s.
The Bulgarian partners learned during their visit in Romania that despite the differences between
the two countries it is possible to identify:
-

a common basic pattern of social exclusion and barriers for inclusion;

-

the common pattern generates a large complex of common problems;

- the common problems make possible to outline a common (at least – similar) model of
changes in order to improve the policies in terms of narrowing the gap between social inclusion
and employment policies.
Within this context it seems to be important to check (to discuss) how valid are the above
mentioned and other ideas and conclusions derived from the peer review for the other participants
in the project. If there is significant overlapping, then it will be possible to elaborate some
common proposals for all participants (for the whole project and at EU level).
Here we mention only part of largest problems which we have perceived both as common and
important for both countries.
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First, social economy enterprises have no access to adequate financing. On the one hand, the level
of incomes of the largest parts of the population hinders the workings of social economy
enterprises on purely market (for profit) principle. On the other hand, there is a huge gap between
social economy and the most important possible source of financing - EU Structural funds. This
situation precludes the access of social economy “agents” to adequate financial resources and as a
result – hinders the development of the whole segment of social economy. In this way a gap
appears between policies in the field of social economy development (social inclusion policies) and
the implementation of Structural Funds as an instrument for development.
Second, identifying the gap is only part of the real picture. In fact the gap is a result of the
regulation (that is – the social construction) of the connections between social economy and the
Structural funds. Having in mind the Bulgarian realities, we would say that the gap is created by a
complex of mutually connected barriers at several levels.
1. The general regulation at EU level - the whole analytical criticism of EAPN that has been
provided during the last years is completely valid and it is necessary to reconfirm and
reinforce the main points of EAPN’s analyses.
2. The regulation at national level largely makes use of the vagueness of the regulation at EU
level. In fact, although the support for social economy is explicitly declared in the
documents, there is no regulation that would support financially the development of social
economy enterprises. (Even a definition of social economy is missing). Thus the national
regulation closes “the door” of the Structural funds for the social economy.
3. The next component is the system of implementation of the Structural funds. The system
additionally makes use of the regulative vagueness and increases the barriers. The whole
system is subordinated on this general idea. The main “tools” are: reduced access to
information about different programs; lack of transparency and even maintenance of high
level of secrecy; lack of capacity of NGOs; extreme complexity of the requirements for
applications (including enormous number of different documents); complexity and
vagueness of requirements exclude NGOs and allow completely “free” selection of the
“winners” and finally provides bases for corruption.
All these barriers need to be carefully analyzed and reconsidered from specific point of view –
social economy development.
Third, the lack of adequate regulation generates another risk – the transformation of the whole
idea of social economy. The instrument for social inclusion could be transformed into an
instrument for exploitation of marginalized groups and excluded people. This transformation is
completely real and very dangerous, because the lack of regulation additionally not only stimulates
it, but also hinders its identification. That is why a trend of transformation of the mechanism for
inclusion into a mechanism for strengthening extreme forms of exclusion is possible.

From what we’ve learned what are we going to use in Bulgaria/ Romania in the context of the
Project BFI?
For Romania, the strategy employed by the Bulgarians, whereby tourist companies and companies
in general apply at the labour offices for funds to cover the training of their needed personnel is a
very useful example of public policy of encouragement of public-private partnerships. At the same
time, this fuels the debate in Romania of whether private companies and NGOs should compete
equally in the market. From what the Bulgarian director of the Vocational Training Centre informed
us, being an NGO social services provider increases costs of the centre by approximately 1/3, but
at the same time the NGO does not pay taxes.
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Another useful lesson is that presented by Mrs. Elka Todorova in terms of capacity building of
cooperatives of disabled. Stakeholder involvement energizes the associations and union in a larger
structure contributes to an increased dynamic in advocating for one’s rights, asking for a quota in
works for the state administration etc. Elas, the main problem remains capacity building for access
to markets as well as a lack of overall competitiveness, which leads to the fact that - in spite of the
right to ask for funds from a State Agency -, there is a 5% only success rate in accessing them.
For Bulgaria, the Romanian experience of developing social services and social economy is
interesting because it suggest a possible contribution that strengthens the process. In Romania a
social enterprise, visited by the partners has several specific features that could suggest possible
important parameters for establishing and developing social economy. The enterprise was in the
sphere of agriculture (a farm); although oriented to market, the market pressure is alleviated
because the enterprise is in an “internal link” of larger own “chain” (production for own
production); it was established and managed in close connection with a foundation of the Church.
The Church provides supportive environment through its social prestige and influence, its
specialised structure (Caritas), through adequate personal leadership and through the traditional
religious encouragement of charitable activities.
Since all these factors are missing in Bulgarian realities it is possible to look for similar
construction.

1) What kind of “employment bridges” are producing inclusion?
In a Romanian perspective on what was presented and what we saw in Sofia, we can only agree
with our hosts that employment in its present structuring does not work for social inclusion while
the efforts for social inclusion are not connected into the labour market. The “employment’
bridges that produce inclusion are those involving:
- Either decent wages that allow the beneficiary/stakeholder access to much-needed social services
- or an employment on a minimum wage, insufficient to satisfy needs, but complemented by an
exhaustive policy package of subsidised access to social, health and educational services and
accommodation, as exemplified at micro-level by “Together” Association in Campulung.
For Bulgaria the peer review suggests that there are at least two possible fields for development of
social economy that could be considered as “employment bridges”. But the potential of these fields
is not used in adequate way.
First possible bridge is social economy in agriculture. In Bulgaria the general stream of
policies is against this possible “employment bridge”, because the cooperatives as main forms of
economic organization close to social economy, have been discriminated and new forms of the
same type are not created. Others spontaneously appearing forms of agricultural production play
enormous role in poverty alleviation (recognized by World Bank) but they are not targeted by the
employment – inclusion strategies and policies. As a result these spontaneous forms are
completely disconnected from any source of possible support (especially – financial). The strategic
declaration that Structural funds will support social economy remains a declaration.
Second potential bridge is the partnership itself. We have mentioned several forms of
possible NGOs activities that are basic “technologies” (and lines) for participation, especially at
local level. All these forms: a) produce an important “common goods” – local social capital and
good governance; b) by producing these goods NGOs generate local development that means –
employment and inclusion.
It is very important to stress that the above mentioned “bridges” appear as spontaneous
patterns of mass behaviour (that is – as reactions of the excluded people), but not as results of
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actual policies and strategies. Policies and strategies from “above” don’t match appearing from
“bellow” patterns of behaviour aiming at coping with exclusion and unemployment. Something
more strategies and policies not only neglect the mass spontaneous reactions that generate
employment and inclusion, but also inhibit these patterns for coping with exclusion and
unemployment.
Thus strategies and policies for inclusion are not capable to achieve significant
improvements in employment and exclusion, but they also hinder the efforts of excluded people
to include themselves.
Comment: From Bulgarian perspective the point of vision of “employment bridges” could be
misleading, if we perceive “bridges” only within the limits of existing economic structures and
strategies and policies that are oriented only to these structures and remain only within their
limits. In fact, “bridges for employment” could be created mainly on the basis of “enlargement” of
the existing traditional economic systems by adding new segments to them. That is why we would
emphasize that effective constructing of “employment bridges” is possible mainly, even only,
within the framework of creating new economic spaces (or new segments) that are outside the
limits of the existing traditional market economy. These segments should create another segment
of inclusive – participatory economy. The new economic spaces would provide the bases for new
and more jobs.

2) Which social policies are interesting to promote social inclusion through employment?
We would advocate here for employment and universal social programs rather than social
assistance programs aimed as specific groups, which often take the form of subsidies of one form
of another. We find that employment granted based on projects and according to project length
cannot be conducive to social inclusion, as is the case of the tailor’s workshop in the Chitalishte in
Fakulteta neighbourhood. Only those policies that link employment to the labour market per se or
that guarantee quotas of state works as in the case of the Cooperatives for the Disabled make it
possible for people furthest from the labour market to enter the labour market on permanent
grounds. When welfare states make it easier to access decent work and decent wages, the vast
majority of stakeholders in marginalized groups chose to work for pay.
The Anti-poverty Information Centre in Bulgaria considers social policies (at least in their
traditional scope) as useful and necessary, but insufficient tool for inclusion, especially for
inclusion through employment. Realities are changing and social policy seems already too narrow
in the face of the new challenges. We would advocate in favour of policies for inclusive and
participatory economy. These policies are:
a) “Larger” policies that are located somehow between social and economic policies and
combine elements of both. These policies should recognize the limited “inclusive” capacity of both:
the labour market and the traditional (existing) economic systems. These policies also have to
recognize the obvious fact that rising competitiveness and fast economic growth, based on
knowledge additionally reduce the inclusive capacity of national economies. Then the new socioeconomic policy should aim at creation of new economic layers that are especially designed to
provide economic niches – a kind of asylum for the excluded from the “normal” economy.
Following this way, the new policy should adopt other concepts about “labour” (accepting and
recognizing types of labour that are not recognised by the market mechanism); waged labour,
goods (especially common goods) and the basis on which incomes are defined and attributed.
Social economy is one of the “germs” of such a new policy.
b) Participatory economy, where the decision making is much more participatory then in
the traditional market economies.
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3) What is the role of the Active Inclusion strategies in the promotion of social inclusion?
From a Romanian perspective, the Active Inclusion strategy is crucial in achieving social inclusion
for marginalized people, as opposed to mere social insertion which we consider to be the case of
the tailor’s workshop in Chitalishte. Active Inclusion, as the EU’s 3–pillar concept of appropriate
level of income, access to services and access to the labour market is applied at micro-level by a
diversity of social economy units, as in “Together” of Campulung, but the concept does not find a
reflection in national policies. When tested at micro level, Active Inclusion strategies achieve
indeed social inclusion. The challenge remains the capacity to up-scale these strategies for widereaching social inclusion processes with a lasting impact on local communities. Nowhere is this
more evident than in the scenery of the 40,000 people filling-up Fakulteta neighbourhood.
From a Bulgarian perspective, the Active inclusion strategy has a significant potential for
promotion of inclusion. The problem is the Strategy has two faces. The conceptual face is relatively
well developed at “strategic level”, but the other face – the transformation of the concept into a
real process through effectively working policies and political instruments (especially – regulation,
financing etc.) is still underdeveloped. Something more – this asymmetric double face opens a
space for reduction of the Active inclusion strategies by replacing them with “activation measures”
that is a system of “pressures” over the excluded people and reducing social assistance.

4) What is the role of social economy in the promotion of social inclusion through
Employment strategies?
By employing marginalized people alone the social economy does not promote social inclusion.
The social economy promotes social inclusion through a complex array of strategies in which the
employment strategies are a sine qua non component. The employment strategies are a sine qua
non component because they are the only strategy that can contribute to the stakeholder’s leap
from dependency on social assistance to inclusion in the labour market, the local community and
the wider society. Having stated that, the employment strategies are doomed to failure if they are
not accompanied by enduring strategies of access to social and health services, constant
appropriate level of income and very importantly, access to education.
In Bulgaria, the enormous potential of social economy is not transformed into a real mechanism
for social inclusion. In order to achieve larger implementation and usage of the social economy it
is possible and necessary to implement a special instrument – participation and concretely –
participatory system for implementation of Structural funds. A key player is excluded from
Structural funds management and this player is the excluded people and their organizations
themselves. This is the basic reason for corruption and for the weak impact of Structural Funds on
the social inclusion. The involvement of the excluded and NGOs doesn’t mean necessarily direct
participation in the selection of projects etc. Briefly the lesson is that it is possible and necessary
to develop a system for regular implementation of social impact assessments of the inclusive
potential of Structural funds. The practical step is the implementation of a set of indicators for
assessment of the inclusive potential of Structural funds. EAPN has already such indicators –
developed by Brian Harvey. The next step is the implementation of the indicators by National
networks of EAPN.

Bridges for Inclusion Project has received funding from the Community
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